Revenue Integrity Assessments
- ICD-10, CPT-4®, E&M, DRG, APC, HCC
- Remedial and Advanced Coding Education
- CDI Performance Assessments

HIPAA Privacy Consulting
- Physician Practice Compliance Support
  - HIPAA Risk Assessment and Staff Education
  - Privacy Officer Services

SNF HIM and Compliance Consulting
- Chart Compliance Audits & HIM Guidance
- HIM Operational Assessments & Interim Management
  - Workflow, Restructuring & Labor Assessments
  - Long or Short-Term Engagements

Coding Support - Temporary/Long-term

Human Subject Research Compliance
Full array of consulting services to ensure your research and IRB activities meet federal regulations and protect your human subjects.

Release of Information Software
- Cortrak Standard includes scanning capabilities which are tied to the request
- Cortrak Plus includes scanning capabilities which are tied to request, utilizes Microsoft® SQL server

800-274-1214
www.FirstClassSolutions.com
www.Cortrak.com
Consultants, Outsourcing Companies Offer HIM a Little Help that Goes a Long Way

THE BEATLES SANG about getting by “With a Little Help from My Friends” in their 1967 hit song. This sound advice still stands today in both life and business—try as one may, it is impossible to do everything and know everything alone.

In health information management (HIM), there are times when HIM professionals need a little help from external consultants and outsourcing companies in order to solve problems, fine tune systems, or gain a new educated perspective on a task. The products and services featured in this Consulting and Outsourcing Resource Guide offer that helping hand on a wide range of HIM issues, from coding to transcription, release of information, and more.

AHIMA recently entered the consulting business, offering consulting services on information governance (IG) through its IGAdvisors®. IGAdvisors consulting is centered around IGHealthRate™, an assessment tool developed by AHIMA that charts out the 10 information governance competencies—such as privacy and security, data governance, and analytics—that are organized into the Information Governance Adoption Model (IGAM™). Each IGAM competency has a series of IG maturity markers that measure an organization’s current state on specific information governance initiatives—ranked on a scale of one to five. IGAdvisors helps healthcare organizations go through an IGHealthRate assessment, working with a diverse group of stakeholders in each organization to measure its appropriate level of maturity on the IGAM competencies and analyze their current state of IG implementation. (For more information, visit www.ighealthrate.com. To qualify for an IGHealthRate assessment, visit www.surveymonkey.com/r/IGHealthRate.)

The IGHealthRate tool is free to use, and healthcare providers can do the assessment on their own. But IGAdvisors can assist organizations in assessing each of the 77 maturity markers as well as analyzing the findings and offering a strategy on which areas of improvement an organization should prioritize and focus on first.

Sometimes trying to get all the different departmental stakeholders in the room together to do an IGHealthRate assessment and review the individual maturity markers as a group can be a difficult challenge. IGAdvisors can help expedite the process by being an outside force to lend urgency to the assessment, provide background and a level-set on the what and why of IG, and facilitate detailed IG competency discussions and analysis on an organization’s current state of IG, according to Kristi Fahy, RHIA, manager of IG, informatics, and standards at AHIMA and an IGAdvisors consultant.

Within 15 business days of an IGHealthRate assessment, IGAdvisors will provide an executive report detailing their findings, areas of opportunity, and recommended next steps. If organizations need help implementing an IG program or addressing specific initiatives within the IGAM competencies and maturity markers—for example, creating a records retention and disposition policy or launching a data governance project—IGAdvisors refers organizations to AHIMA’s IG Brand Partners and Supporters, whose expert consultants have been trained on IGAM and hold the new AHIMA-Approved IGAM Consultant certificate.

In addition to offering extra help and support, consultants and outsourcing companies provide a wide range of other benefits to healthcare organizations. As an outside entity, consultants bring a fresh set of eyes and a cool head to problems that may be perplexing an organization’s internal staff. “As a consultant, you have an outside perspective,” Fahy says. This neutral advice comes without bias or built-up emotion, and is informed through a consultant’s or outsourcing company’s direct experience working on similar problems at other organizations.

For example, a complimentary AHIMA IG assessment tool similar to IGHealthRate was previously used for self-evaluations, and showed that HIM professionals were ranking themselves much higher than the average score found through the current multi-disciplinary and consultant-led evaluations within IGHealthRate, Fahy says. Part of this was due to users’ active involvement and close proximity to particular initiatives, which made it difficult to identify where improvements could be made. “You don’t know what you don’t know when you don’t have all of the appropriate stakeholders around to assess the maturity markers and their content,” Fahy says.

A good consultant knows how to listen to people and distill a solution to issues without being critical of current processes, Fahy says. “One thing we always try to say [when we consult with an organization] is ‘Hey, listen, this isn’t an audit, it is an assessment to just figure out where you are with IG, and if you are lower that is okay. Just knowing where you are is the first step to making progress,’” Fahy says.
Incredible People. Extraordinary Results.

OutPartnering™ Services
• HIM Coding and Auditing
• Complete Business Office
• Extended Business Office
• Early Out Self-Pay

HIM and PFS Consulting
• Interim Operations Management
• Policy and Procedure Creation
• Customized Training and Education

There is more to the story than just hot air.

When it comes to coding, things aren’t always as they seem. At HIA, we see the full picture and beyond. And for that, we can all breathe a sigh of relief.

Learn why
EVERY CODE COUNTS
discover the full story at: hiacode.com/bluedog

Picture yourself at HIA hiacode.com/careers
Enhanced IDManage®
MPI Support Services

The need to consistently maintain accurate patient records is rapidly growing!
Let our experts keep your data clean with our ongoing, MPI support service, IDManage®.

Data Integrity Consulting
Patient Access
Insuring accurate patient data capture

IDOptimize®
Record matching algorithm optimization

HIO/EMPI
Requirements, system selection

Information Governance/Stewardship

HIPAA Privacy

To learn more, contact us at
(303) 693-4727
www.justassociates.com

Medical Transcription & Coding Solutions

Perry Johnson & Associates, Inc., is a U.S. owned and operated company that has been offering a suite of quality driven solutions for healthcare networks, physician practices, government organizations, and manufacturing for over 30 years. Today’s market demands vigilant cost containment, while maintain superior quality standards. With PJ&A leadership, you’ll exceed these demands while maintaining high levels of profitability and stability.

Medical Coding Services

Perry Johnson & Associates, Inc.’s team of experienced and knowledgeable Coding Specialists provide accurate and effective medical coding and auditing services generating an immediate uptick in the revenue stream.

All PJ&A Coders have a minimum of 5 years’ experience in the field, and are required to maintain AHIMA or AAPC certifications.

Medical Transcription Solutions

GEMS Document Management System
Secured, electronic delivery of documents to any EMR currently utilized in the healthcare industry along with web-accessible reports reduce patient wait time and improve process efficiencies within your facility.

Crystal Mobile Dictation App
Dictate reports on the go to improve workflow efficiencies and patient care. Available for iOS and Android.

eSign and Physician Work Queues
Physicians are able to log into GEMS directly, edit and eSign patient reports, increasing patient satisfaction.

For more details on PJ&A visit our website or call us:
1-800-803-6330 • www.pjats.com
MRO empowers healthcare organizations with proven, enterprise-wide solutions for the secure, compliant and efficient exchange of Protected Health Information (PHI). These solutions include a suite of PHI disclosure management services comprised of Release of Information (ROI), Government and Commercial Payer Audit Management and Accounting of Disclosures. MRO’s technology-driven services reduce the risk of improper disclosure of PHI, ensure unmatched 99.99 percent accuracy and enhance turnaround times.

**Release of Information — KLAS-Rated #1**

MRO is the acknowledged industry leader for staffed, shared and remote ROI services, and its ROI Online® solution has been rated number one by KLAS since 2013. The company invests heavily in the hiring, training and education of its National Service Center and field staffs to ensure the best client experience. Additionally, MRO’s cutting-edge technologies provide high levels of visibility and control through transparent reporting tools and sophisticated workflows that offer industry-leading turnaround times, improved operations and the highest levels of accuracy. MRO mitigates breach risk by incorporating multiple quality checks performed by highly trained professionals, as well as proprietary, state-of-the-art IdentiScan® technology, which uses optical character recognition software to assist record integrity specialists in reviewing every page of medical records before PHI is released. By deploying ROI Online as a centralized platform, healthcare organizations can better manage PHI disclosure, standardize processes and improve compliance throughout the healthcare enterprise. Integrations with Master Patient Indexes (MPI) and the Epic EMR ROI module are available through MROeLink®.

**Government and Commercial Payer Audit Management**

MRO offers comprehensive compliance services and tracking software for healthcare providers seeking to effectively manage all government and commercial payer audit processes — including RAC, MAC, ZPIC, UPIC and others. Compliance services include special handling for audit requests and appeals letters, additional Quality Assurance checks (including deadline and address verification) and expedited fulfillment through various delivery methods, including electronic submission of medical documentation (esMD) electronic delivery to CMS. Additionally, MRO provides clients with an audit enforcement team that works with managed care companies and auditors to ensure appropriate fee invoicing and monitor record request limits. MRO also offers an audit tracking and reporting application AUDITRENDS® Online.

**Accounting of Disclosures**

MRO’s Accounting of Disclosures (AOD) solutions enable healthcare organizations to enforce disclosure policies and centrally track, manage and report all disclosures made across the entire healthcare enterprise, both inside and outside of the HIM department. AOD Online™ includes capabilities of capturing disclosures made to federal, state and local public health databases (i.e., Office of Infectious Diseases, Cancer Registries, etc.), and may also be able to track disclosures to HIEs as they emerge. AOD Online also features an embedded breach assessment tool to help organizations determine if a breach has occurred, and also offers proper tracking of any identified disclosures in question.

**Interoperability Services — Epic Integration and Electronic Delivery**

MRO’s clients have access to the following interoperability solutions and services: MROeLink, a suite of interfaces between ROI Online and a healthcare organization’s information technology systems to enhance ROI workflows through automation; Government programs for PHI exchange, including Social Security Administration (SSA) Disability Determination (DDS) interfaces and esMD connectivity to CMS.
DOES YOUR HOSPITAL RECEIVE ACCURATE PAYMENT?

SPECIALIZING
in clinical documentation improvement and coding accuracy. Some of our services include:
- CDI
- Inpatient/Outpatient Coding & Billing Audits
- Appeals Process
- Education

STAT SOLUTIONS, INC.
CODING SPECIALISTS

Stat Solutions, Inc. provides tailored solutions for all your HIM needs. We focus our efforts on providing the highest level of quality credentialed HIM professionals along with the finest personalized customer service.

Coding Services
Coding Quality Reviews
Interim HIM Management
Clinical Documentation Improvement

For more information please call
888-297-7212
www.statssolutionsinc.com
info@statssolutionsinc.com

Instant Text is the leading expander compatible with all transcription platforms and EHR systems. Give your staff the best productivity tool to produce accurate documentation in record time. Transcription or editing, it can be done in less time.

Visit: www.textware.com
Email: info@textware.com
Call: 800 355 5251
Contact: Marianne Kleen

Healthcare Audit Resource Technology
Database Solution for the Ever-Changing Environment of the External Audit

Coding Compliance Audits:
- Inpatient/Outpatient
- Coding & Billing Audits
- Appeals Process
- Education

Healthcare Cost Solutions, Inc.
866.427.7828 / 949.721.2795
www.hcsstat.com

SEE OUR DISPLAY AD ON PAGE 53.
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